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Abstract Electromagnetic emission (EME) signals gener-
ated by tensile fracture of four different types of polymers and
three different carbon fibre types are presented and discussed.
A suitable set-up for the detection of the electric field com-
ponent of EME generated by fracture of solids is proposed.
Basic theoretical considerations are made about the coupling
between these field components and the capacitive sensors
used to directly measure the short ranged and low frequency
(kHz–MHz) electric fields emitted by the generation of free
surface charges and their spatial movement as dictated by
the vibrational motion of the crack walls. Special focus is
put on solids with low conductivity, where the influences of
the material on the emitted fields is small and the detected
electric signals almost solely depend on the source dynamics
and the sensor characteristics. Analysis of the influence of the
acquisition circuit is presented. The discussion of the elec-
tric signals emitted by tensile fracture of carbon fibres and
polymer specimens comprises the influences of the material
properties on the signals as well as correlations between the
signals and the crack dynamics, including the crack propa-
gation velocities.
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1 Introduction

The study of crack formation and propagation in solids is vital
for the understanding of the origin and evolution of damage
in structural materials. In order to monitor the occurrence of
failure in a material, the acquisition of signals generated by
the failure processes can be beneficial. The analysis of the
measured signals may provide valuable information about
their source mechanisms. This requires a sufficient under-
standing of the correlation between recorded signals and the
generating processes. Two different kinds of signals emitted
by fracture of solids are electromagnetic waves (electro-
magnetic emission) and acoustic waves (acoustic emission).
Acoustic waves are generated by the crack dynamics and are
measured as transient displacements at the materials surface.
Thus, the signal is altered by the propagation from source
to sensor. While the analysis of acoustic emission (AE) is
a well established tool for health monitoring and the study
of crack dynamics, it’s complex mechanisms are still sub-
ject of research. The term electromagnetic emission (EME)
comprises a wide range of emission effects. This can be
electromagnetic radiation directly emitted during and after
local mechanical processes, such as fracture [1,2], plastic
deformation [3,4] or friction [5,6] as well as the emission of
charged particles (sometimes referred to as fracto-emission
[7,8]). As sources for the electromagnetic fields, the sepa-
ration, displacement or movement of bound or free charges
are considered. These effects have been shown for a variety
of materials and source dimensions [1–3,9–11]. The emit-
ted frequencies range from a few Hertz up to the terahertz
regime, while the EME of induced or secondary effects like
gas discharges between the crack sides may have even higher
frequencies. Many theories and models exist for the different
source mechanisms. Even for the EME accompanying frac-
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ture, the mechanisms may differ for different fracture modes
and materials.

Beyond the study of the source mechanism, possible appli-
cations range from a potential early warning method for
earthquakes to condition monitoring. Basically, the analy-
sis of EME can be a useful tool to study crack formation and
propagation. It can provide real time information of micro-
scopic failure, such as the duration of crack propagation or
the frequencies of the crack wall vibrations [2,12,13]. In
this respect, the transfer of information is almost linear. This
means that the amplitude of a measured component of the
electromagnetic field at the position of the sensor is propor-
tional to certain aspects of the source like the electric dipole
moment of the crack. Furthermore, the generated electro-
magnetic fields can be measured directly, with little to no
influence of the surrounding matter and can easily be con-
verted into voltage signals that are directly proportional to
these fields. Although EME has been measured even for
highly conductive materials such as metals [3], a restriction
in conductivity of the investigated materials can be benefi-
cial, e.g. with respect to the influence on the radiation pattern
or the large and therefore negligible charge relaxation times.
Then, EME provides a more direct observation of the crack
dynamic, compared to other methods such as AE where the
transfer of information suffers from influences of the prop-
agation path like attenuation and dispersion in the material
as well as effects of the specimen geometry like reflections
on boundaries or even filter effects (waveguides). Also, the
transfer functions of most AE sensors exhibit non-linear char-
acteristics with respect to frequency.

As manifold the sources of EME are, as are the meth-
ods of its measurement. Depending on the frequency range
and source characteristics, EME can be measured by differ-
ent kinds of antennas and probes. For the frequency region
discussed in this text, electric and magnetic fields are usu-
ally detected independently. Thus, sensors can basically be
divided into capacitive or inductive sensors, referring to the
coupling with the respective field component.

In this investigation, with a prospect of the study of failure
mechanisms of carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP), we
focus on the EME and AE of it’s components, i.e. polymers
and carbon fibres, separately. Identifying and studying char-
acteristic EME signals of these materials and analysing them
in conjunction with their corresponding AE signals shall lead
to a deeper understanding of the source mechanisms and pro-
vides a first basis for the examination of fracture processes
in CFRP.

The present text presents a method of measuring electrical
fields with frequencies up to the megahertz regime emitted by
fracture of solids with low or moderate conductivity. First, a
short summary of relevant theoretical considerations regard-
ing the operational principle of the sensor system is given.
Subsequently we propose a measurement set-up including

electromagnetic shielding measures as well as an acquisition
chain and an analysis of its transfer function. We then present
results of EME and AE measurements conducted during frac-
ture of polymer specimens and carbon fibres. A discussion of
the acquired signals is made with respect to their information
content. Possible correlations between the EME signals and
the material properties of the tested specimens are examined.
Furthermore, time dependent crack velocities are determined
and discussed.

2 EME Source Description

Various theoretical models for the EME during fracture have
been discussed in the past. However, a consistent model for
the description of all experimental results concerning EME
has yet to be proposed. Most theories presume the dynamics
of charges connected to the dynamics of the fracture pro-
cess to be the source of EME [12,14,15]. Some authors have
pointed to the charge separation or electrification of the crack
surfaces to be an important source process [6,16,17]. Both
effects are also considered to occur in conjunction [18,19].
Others consider charge surface vibrational waves [2,20,21]
as sources. Further effects are discussed too, e.g. polarisation
effects [22,23], piezoelectric effects [24] or secondary emis-
sion effects such as light emitted by gas discharges in crack
openings [10].

Also, strong directional dependencies have been observed,
indicating a polar character of the sources [6,15,18,25].

In any case, the basic set of equations when dealing with
electromagnetic fields in solid matter are Maxwell’s equa-
tions. With restrictions in considered dimensions, time scales
and the material’s electric and magnetic properties this full set
of equations can be severely reduced. A common approach
is the classification in electroquasistatic, magnetoquasistatic
and quasi-static fields [26,27].

A detailed analysis and a derivation of approximations,
that can also be applied to fields generated by fracture of
solids as well as the field’s coupling to a sensor system,
can be found in [28]. Following these approximations while
considering typical time scales of crack propagation, the
dimensions of the used test set-ups and the conductivities
of the tested materials, the quasi-static equations prove to
adequately describe the electric fields generated by fracture
of polymers. Carbon fibres exhibit considerably higher con-
ductivities and shorter crack propagation times. However,
considering only characteristic time scales and set-up dimen-
sions also allows for certain simplifications and a restriction
to quasi-static fields can be justified. The specific coupling
between sensor and field determines the measured field com-
ponent. Electric fields couple to capacitive sensors while
inductive sensors couple to the magnetic field. Both sensor
types are frequently used to measure EME during fracture
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tests. One important advantage of capacitive sensors over
inductive sensors is the absence of strong resonances. There-
fore the influence of the sensor system on the measured
signals can be minimized by using capacitive sensors with a
flat characteristic in the frequency region of interest.

As capacitive sensor a conductor is placed close to the
crack to detect the generated field. Given an electric field dis-
tribution, analytical derivations of the potential at the sensor,
depending on it’s capacitance and geometry, can be con-
ducted [29]. Furthermore, the physical quantity measured by
the capacitive sensor depends on it’s load conditions. If the
load impedance is large compared to the source impedance
the sensor mainly detects a potential, i.e. a voltage source
[30]. For a fixed sensor configuration the sensor potential is
then directly proportional to the electric field. For practical
applications the attached load consists of multiple compo-
nents as the sensor signal is usually fed into an acquisition
circuit. Preferred modes of operation for such acquisition
circuits are impedance matching and amplification of the
voltage signal. For these purposes numerous configurations
exist [31]. Depending on input impedance and capacitance
of the preamplifier circuit the set-up will be characterized
by a cutoff frequency. For frequencies above this cut-off fre-
quency the system response function is absolutely flat with
frequency.

If the set-up and the field distribution get more complex
and simplifying assumptions for analytical approximations
are not applicable anymore, numerical methods have proven
to be a practical alternative approach. Fully coupled cal-
culations of the fields and their sources and the measuring
network are feasible using commercial numerical FEM tools.
In principle, the whole evolution of a field generated by frac-
ture to the recorded voltage signal can be modelled. Similar
numerical analyses coupled with circuit models have been
performed in related fields, e.g. for cracks as acoustic emis-
sion sources [32–34]. Such multiphysics models are also
highly advantageous for improvements and optimisations of
the sensor design.

3 Experimental

3.1 Sensor System

For the measurement of the electric fields generated by the
fracture processes of the different materials presented in this
text, we used the same basic set-up with variations in sensor
geometry and amplification circuit composition. The elec-
tric fields generated by the macroscopic fracture surfaces of
our polymer specimen are strong enough to be detected with
little or no amplification, while the much weaker fields gener-
ated by the microscopic fracture surfaces of the carbon fibres
require a considerably higher amplification.

Fig. 1 a Schematic of proposed measurement set-up, with exemplary
electric field distribution (idealized, only influenced by sensors and
shielding enclosure)

A schematic of our basic set-up for the measurement of
weak, fracture induced electric fields is shown in Fig. 1. The
specimen is mounted on a test fixture to induce a mechanical
load until fracture occurs. Copper wires of 0.5 mm diameter,
placed near the specimen, are used as EME sensors (schemat-
ically depicted as small rectangular conductors in Fig. 1). The
position and orientation of the sensor mainly depend on the
specimen geometry and on the expected field orientation (fig-
ure 1 exemplarily shows the electric field lines generated by
opposing surface charges at the crack surfaces). The specific
sensor geometries for the different test set-ups are discussed
in the following sections that are dedicated to the specific
set-ups for the fracture tests of polymers and carbon fibres.
To reduce the significant influence of the surrounding elec-
tromagnetic noise the whole set-up is encased by a shielding
enclosure that also serves as ground potential. The voltage
signal of the sensor is then amplified by a JFET amplifier
(n-channel JFET 2SK932-22, common source circuit, with a
10 M� input resistor). This “internal” preamplifier is directly
connected to the sensor, i.e. is also located inside the shielding
enclosure. This concept was previously presented for an inte-
grated AE sensor by Shiwa et al. [35], and is now adopted for
the purpose of EME measurements. Amplifying the electric
signal directly at the sensor reduces the influence of a long
cable connection, e.g. the noise corruption between sensor
and amplifier and the signal loss due to capacitive load-
ing. The signal then is further amplified by a commercially
available, “external” low frequency amplifier (UBBV-NF35,
Aaronia AG) and recorded by a PCI-2 acquisition card (Mis-
tras corporation, software: AEwin).

This combination of two amplification stages was only
used for the fibre fracture tests. The electric fields gener-
ated by the fracture of our polymer specimen are not only
much stronger than the ones generated by the fracture of
the fibres, but also greatly differ in strength for the differ-
ent polymers used, namely: polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE),
polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polypropylene (PP) and an
epoxy resin (mono-component epoxy resin system HexFlow
RTM6). Therefore, two different set-ups were used for the
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Fig. 2 Measured transfer functions of acquisition set-ups used herein,
with cutoff frequencies of the low and high pass filters (Color figure
online)

acquisition of these signals. For RTM6 and the PTFE speci-
men, only the first, “internal” preamplifier was used, leaving
the total amplification at 20 dB. The fracture of the other
materials, PP and PEEK, resulted in signals that exceeded
the working range of this “internal” pre-amplifier. Here, we
still used the JFET amplifier but decreased the input voltage
by adding a 220 pF capacitor in parallel to the input resistor,
thus increasing the input capacitance. This resulted in a total
amplification of 0 dB.

Figure 2 shows the amplitudes of the transfer functions of
the three applied amplification set-ups. While the set-ups for
the fibres and the “weakly” emitting polymers (RTM6 and
PTFE) only differ in amplification (black and red curves),
the increase of the input capacitance for the PEEK/PP set-up
(blue curve) also results in a slight shift of the high-pass cut-
off frequency towards lower frequencies. Between the cut-off
frequencies, which mainly reflect the bandpass characteris-
tics of our acquisition board, the transfer functions of all three
amplification set-ups are almost constant. The 1 kHz–3 MHz
bandpass restriction of the used acquisition board is the major
limiting factor of this set-up in terms of bandwidth. The cut-
off frequencies of this bandpass correspond to specific time
constants which define the upper and lower limits of measur-
able changes in input voltage. This results in a characteristic
step response, i.e. the response of the system to an instanta-
neous rise in input voltage. The capability of measuring fast
changes in input voltage is further limited by the maximum
sample rate of 40 MHz of our acquisition card.

3.2 Properties of Tested Materials

3.2.1 Polymer Properties

To study the EME generated by tensile fracture of polymers
four different polymers were chosen to be tested. The selec-
tion comprises the thermoplastic polymers PTFE, PEEK and
PP as well as a thermoset polymer of cured RTM6. These
polymers were selected to represent four different elastic
properties to analyse the influence of the material properties
on their EME.

The mechanical properties of the thermoplastic polymers
were measured according to DIN EN ISO 527-1 [36], using
dog-bone specimen in tensile loading (specimen shape and
dimensions in accordance to DIN EN ISO 527-2 [37]). For
the testing of the properties of the brittle RTM6 slightly mod-
ified dog-bone shaped specimens were used. An ARAMIS
12M digital image correlation system was used to mea-
sure the specimen deformation. Conditioning and testing was
done at standard climate conditions (23 ◦C and 50% of rela-
tive humidity).

The densities were obtained using a helium pycnometer.
The acquired results, as summarized in Table 1, are in accor-
dance to those reported in literature.

The electric properties of the materials were obtained
from measurements using a frequency response analyzer
(frequency range: 1 Hz–10 MHz), an auto-balance bridge
(frequency range from 20 Hz to 2 MHz), and an impedance/
material analyzer (1 MHz–3 GHz). Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured values for the relative permittivity and the electric
conductivity of RTM6, PP and PEEK. No measurements
were performed for PTFE, since the literature values reported
already indicate the highly insulating properties of the mate-
rial [38]. In the context of our work, the conductivity is
therefore assumed to be negligible. Due to the intrinsic
dependency of the electric properties on frequency, we
conducted measurements spanning the frequency range of
interest for our experiments (0.1 kHz–1 MHz). While the
measured values for the relative permittivity shows no sig-
nificant variations in this frequency range, the values for the
electric conductivity vary over a range of up to four orders
in magnitude. Still, these materials can be considered low
conducting for all of these frequencies.

Table 1 Material properties of
polymers used

Material Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s number Yield str. (MPa) Density (g/cm3)

RTM6 2.74±0.03 0.381±0.006 26.2±0.5 1.026±0.001

PEEK 3.45±0.01 0.374±0.009 43.6±0.5 1.301±0.001

PTFE 0.72±0.10 0.460±0.029 4.0±0.1 2.172±0.003

PP 1.51±0.03 0.420±0.007 15.0±0.3 0.919±0.001
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Fig. 3 Electrical properties of polymers for frequency region of inter-
est (Color figure online)

Table 2 Mechanical properties of carbon fibres used

Material Tens. str. (GPa) Modulus (GPa) Class

TohoTenax HTA40 3.0±0.3 191±15 HT

Sigrafil C030 4.2±0.4 249±9 IM

Torayca M40 3.0±0.4 367±5 HM-UHM

3.2.2 Carbon Fibre Properties

For the detection of EME during failure of carbon fibres ten-
sile tests on single fibres and thin fibre bundles of less than 50
fibres were conducted. As for the polymers, different types
of carbon fibres with different cross sections and material
properties were used to study the influences on the EME sig-
nals. Three types of carbon fibres from different classes, a
high tenacity (HT) type, a high modulus (HM) type and a
intermediate modulus (IM) type, were chosen.

Single fibre tensile tests on ≥20 single fibres each were
carried out to obtain the modulus and the tensile strength of
the fibres types. Fibre fixation and load application was done
via mechanical clamps with cushioned clamping surfaces.
A displacement rate of 10 mm/min was applied, with a free
fibre length of 60 mm for the modulus determination and 10
mm for the tensile strength determination. The obtained data
is summarized in Table 2.

3.3 EME Test Set-Ups

3.3.1 Polymers

To induce tensile fracture of the material mode I loading
of tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB) specimens was
chosen. The RTM6 specimens were cured in correspondingly
shaped casting molds (curing process described in detail in
[18]), while the thermoplastic polymer specimens were cut
from plates of 5.0–5.3 mm thickness. Pinholes, notches and
side-grooves were added, the latter by using a flat end mill
tilted by 45◦. Figure 4b shows the specific geometry and
dimensions of the specimens. Our tapered design allows for
self inhibiting crack growth for the more brittle materials
while preventing excessive plastic deformations at the pin-
holes for the more ductile materials investigated. This design

also offers sufficient space for the attachment of sensors. Fig-
ure 4a shows the positions of the EME and AE sensors. For
the detection of the AE signals, two acoustic, KRNBB-PC
point contact sensors were attached symmetrically on both,
upper and lower, halves of the specimens.

The emitted electric field is expected to show a polar
character, oriented normal to the crack surfaces. Thus, the
orientation of the EME sensors has to be chosen accordingly.
Therefore, for the detection of the emitted directional elec-
tric fields, two wires were placed around the specimens, one
wire above and one below the notch, thus effectively forming
a type of capacitor with “plate” normals directed along the
z-axis. A trigger based acquisition was applied for all chan-
nels. The acoustic signals, detected by the AE sensors, were
amplified by 20 dB using a 2/4/6 pre-amplifier without inter-
nal bandpass filter. A 40 dBAE threshold, 100/1000/300µs
as PDT/HDT/HLT and a sampling rate of 10 MS/s were set.
An additional 20 kHz high pass filter was used for the mea-
surement of the AE signals emitted during fracture of PP and
PEEK. This removes part of the information content of the
AE signals of these two polymers but was necessary to avoid
overloading the AE amplifier.

The voltage signals at the EME sensor were amplified
using a modification of the set-up as described in Sect. 3.1
(0 dB set-up for PEEK/ PP and 20 dB for RTM6/ PTFE).
Here, the acquisition parameters were 500/1000/300µs as
PDT/HDT/HLT and the sampling rate was set to 5 MS/s. The
thresholds were set between 42 dBAE and 45 dBAE (due to
minor variations in noise floor amplitudes over the course
of the experiments). The term dBAE denotes an amplifica-
tion with respect to 1µV and will also be used for the EME
detection throughout this text.

A tensile force was applied to the specimens using a test
fixture as depicted in Fig. 4a and an universal testing machine
(Zwick ZT 5.0). A 5 kN Xforce HP load cell was used to mea-
sure the load while it was applied displacement controlled by
the testing machine. Different velocities for the displacement
were chosen for different materials. This was necessary due
to their different elasto-plastic behaviour. While the brittle
RTM6 required a slower testing velocity of 1 mm/min to not
initiate unstable crack propagation, the more ductile PP and
PTFE required a higher testing velocity of 5 mm/min to ini-
tiate fracture in the first place instead of only showing plastic
deformation at the notch and ductile failure of the material.
For PEEK, fracture behaviour was the same for all of these
velocities, so a testing velocity of 5 mm/min was applied.

Figure 5 shows representative load–displacement curves
for each polymer type. The graph for RTM6 shows the
expected piecewise crack propagation, with the result of mul-
tiple emission signals per specimen, i.e. one per macroscopic
crack propagation event. Although exhibiting strong plas-
tic deformation, each PTFE specimen also provided at least
two measurable AE and EME signal pairs. PP and PEEK
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Fig. 4 a TDCB specimen and sensor positions. b specific geometry and dimensions of TDCB specimens, with detail of side-grooves

Fig. 5 Typical force–displacement curves for one representative spec-
imen of each polymer (Color figure online)

always failed in one, unstable fracture event, only providing
one strong signal per acquisition channel. Here, PP addition-
ally showed large plastic deformation before the final failure
occurred.

3.3.2 Carbon Fibres

The experimental set-up to measure EME generated by
tensile fracture of carbon fibres is shown in Fig. 6. One end
of a single fibre or a fibre bundle is fixed at the end of a flat-
tened PEEK rod of 5 mm diameter using a two component
epoxy adhesive. This way, the fibre is located directly at the
centre of the rod diameter. The other end of the fibre is fixated
at a PMMA slide, also using a drop of epoxy adhesive. The
rod is connected to the testing machine (ZWICK ZT 5.0) and
applies the load to the fibres. The load is applied displacement
controlled with a velocity of 0.1 mm/min, and measured by
a KAP-TC 5N load cell. The acoustic sensor is a KRNBB-
PC point contact sensor located directly beneath the fibre

Fig. 6 Experimental set-up for the fibre tensile tests

at the bottom surface of the PMMA slide. This AE sensor
placement provides the least possible influence of the propa-
gation path, since the sensor cannot be connected directly to
the fibre and has to be placed somewhere on the test fixture.
The EME signals are detected by a thin copper wire near
the fibres. The distance between fibres and EME sensor has
to be as small as possible and was set to 1 mm. The acous-
tic signals were amplified by 40 dB by a 2/4/6 pre-amplifier
without internal bandpass filter, while the voltage signals at
the EME sensor are amplified by the two-staged amplifica-
tion set-up discussed in Sect. 3.1. The thresholds were set
to 40 dBAE for the AE sensor and the EME sensor. Signals
were recorded in synchronized mode, i.e. if a threshold is
exceeded on one of the channels, signals on all channels are
recorded simultaneously.
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4 Results

4.1 Polymere Fracture Tests

For the sake of comparability of all EME signals, the recorded
voltages signals for the PTFE and RTM6 tests were corrected
for their gain to match the 0 dB amplification of the PEEK
and PP tests. This reveals a considerable discrepancy in EME
signal strength for the different polymers tested. Figure 7
shows the first 500 µs of the detected, unamplified EME
signals for all polymers tested. For each individual polymer
the EME signal strength only varies within the same order
of magnitude. A comparison between the different materials
shows a variation in EME signal strength of up to two orders
of magnitude. The EME signals of PEEK and PP exhibit the
highest signal strengths with a few hundred millivolts peak
amplitudes while the RTM6 signals are by far the weakest
with peak amplitudes of only some millivolts.

In [18] we presented EME signals generated by fracture
of RTM6 specimen and found that the signals can be consid-
ered to consist of two mayor contributions, a slowly varying
part considered to be generated by charge separation and an
oscillating part considered to be generated by vibrations of
the charged crack surfaces.

This consideration also applies for the EME signals pre-
sented in this text. Figure 8 shows exemplary AE and EME
signals for a RTM6 specimen while Fig. 9 shows the cor-
responding FFT spectra. The EME signals consist of a low
frequency part, which is attributed to charge separation dur-
ing crack propagation, and an oscillating part, which is
attributed to the vibration of the charged crack surfaces. In
contrast to the signals presented in [18], with frequencies
of 70–80 kHz for the oscillating part, the frequencies of the
acoustic signals and the oscillating part presented here are
much smaller. This is mainly attributed to the difference in
fracture surface dimensions but also to specimen geometry

Fig. 7 Unamplified EME signals for the polymers tested. For polymers
with more than one fracture event per specimen (RTM6 and PTFE) only
the EME signals of the first failure are shown. Signals highlighted in red
are used as examples in Sect. 4.1.5 (Figs. 14, 15) (Color figure online)

Fig. 8 Exemplary EME signal (as detected and high pass filtered) and
AE signal recorded during fracture of RTM6 specimen

Fig. 9 FFT spectra of exemplary signal pair (as shown in Fig. 8),
recorded during fracture of RTM6 specimen

and sensor placement which determine the detected wave
modes.

The spectra of the electric and acoustic signals slightly
differ, though both are mostly limited to frequencies below
20 kHz. Assuming the same source mechanisms for the AE
and the oscillating part of the EME signals (as has been
discussed in [18,19]), this difference may be a result of dif-
ferent transfer functions of AE and EME sensors as well
as the influences of the propagation path on the AE signal.
Other, superimposing effects should also be considered. The
EME sensor consists of two wires that are directly attached
to the polymer specimen. Thus, relative movement of the
sensor wires to each other, to the grounded test fixture parts
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or even relative to the charged fracture surface will result
in measurable changes of the detected voltage signal. This
macroscopic movement of the specimen and the attached
sensors begins during crack propagation and continues after
the complete failure of the specimen. Therefore, we attribute
a considerable amount of the detected EME signals to this
relative movement of charged materials. For this reason it
proves difficult to compare the signals frequency contents.
This shifts the focus to the initial, rising part of the EME
signals for the following analysis. Nevertheless, this ris-
ing part’s amplitude, rise time and overall characteristic is
expected to contain valuable information about the fracture
processes.

Figure 8 also shows the expected difference of the signal’s
arrival time, which is the time the acoustic signal needs to
travel from the source to the AE sensor.

4.1.1 PEEK

The fracture of the PEEK specimens generates the most
reproducible and strongest EME signals of the four tested
polymers (see Fig. 7). The load–displacement curves for the
PEEK tests (Fig. 5) indicate no significant plastic defor-
mation before brittle fracture occurs. The fracture process
seems to occur in two stages. The EME signals of the first
stage exhibit lower amplitudes and slower rises when com-
pared to the second stage and the polarities of the signals
show a random character. The second stage generates a fast
rise to a high EME amplitude. Surprisingly, of all detected
EME signals (for all polymers) only the signals generated
by this second stage of the PEEK fracture are all generated
with the same polarity. No specific reason for this behaviour
was found (although, assuming a random polarisation, there
is also a small chance to get only one polarisation direc-
tion when testing a limited number of specimens). Figure 10
shows a microscopy image of the fracture surface of an exem-
plary PEEK specimen, taken after the fracture tests. Here,
like for the EME signals, the two stages of crack propagation
are observable by means of fractographic investigation. The
first part of the crack surface is fissured and rugged. Then,
the surface becomes less rough and is almost completely
smooth for the rest of the crack propagation. We consequently
attribute the two stages observable in the EME signals to
these two different fracture processes the fracture surface
indicates. The crack lengths of the two stages are approxi-
mately the same while the first stage exhibits a larger crack
surface area due to the rough surface. Nevertheless, the first
stage generates a weaker EME signal. This could be due to
different source-sensor orientations or partial compensation
of differently charged surface fragments. Or, if the fracture
process differs for both stages, so could the electrification
process.

Fig. 10 Microscopy image of PEEK specimen fracture surface. Left
First part of crack surface, rough with complex structures. Right Much
smoother surface at the end of the crack. Full crack length for one
fracture event

4.1.2 PP

The fracture of the PP specimens is preceded by large plastic
deformation, as can be seen in the load–displacement curves
(Fig. 5) and in the microscopy image of the fracture surface
(Fig. 11). The crack starts at the notch and slowly propagates
through the plastically deformed zone. Crazing processes are
expected during this stage of ductile fracture. This results in
a rough fracture surface that appears as white in Fig. 11. No
EME or AE was recorded during this part of the crack prop-
agation so all arising AE and EME signals are below our
acquisition threshold and therefore within or below the level
of the noise floor. At a certain point brittle fracture starts and
complete failure of the specimen occurs. The fracture sur-
face of this failure becomes smooth after a short and rough
transition zone. The total crack length of this event is indi-
cated as length L in Fig. 11. Strong EME and AE signals
are recorded for this brittle fracture process. The EME sig-
nals are slightly weaker than the ones recorded for PEEK but
this may be due to the slightly shorter crack lengths or the
higher distance between the sensing wires (as a result of the
plastic deformation at the beginning of crack propagation).
The polarisation of the EME signals appears to be random.
Nevertheless, in terms of signal strength and signal charac-
teristic the EME signals generated by fracture of PP exhibit
very good reproducibility.

4.1.3 PTFE

The fracture of the PTFE specimens was accompanied by
large plastic deformation. After the initial plastic deforma-
tion, sudden fast crack growth occurs in a more brittle fashion
and with measurable AE and EME. As intended by the design
of the TDCB specimen geometry, and in contrast to PP and
PEEK, the crack stops for the first time after a certain crack
length L1. This length in shown in Fig. 12 and is flanked
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Fig. 11 Microscopy image of PP specimen fracture surface. Left Sur-
face for slow crack growth after plastic deformation, no measurable
EME for this part. Right Surface for fast crack propagation with EME,
macroscopically smooth. L indicates crack length for brittle failure

Fig. 12 Microscopy image of PTFE specimen fracture surface. Left
Crack initiation after large plastic deformation. Right End of first and
start of second macroscopic fracture event, with plastic deformation in
between. With lengths of first two brittle fracture events

by two zones of plastic deformation and ductile fracture
(white in Fig. 12). After another period of plastic deforma-
tion a second fast and brittle crack propagation phase occurs
(L2 in Fig. 12) with another pair of AE and EME signals.
Although the EME signals generated by the second or third
macroscopic fracture event tend to have smaller amplitudes,
and given some random influences on the amplitudes (like
slightly asymmetric fracture and therefore slightly different
source-sensor distances), we did not test enough samples to
verify a direct crack length to amplitude correlation. No pre-
ferred polarisation direction was observable. Compared to
PEEK and PP, the amplitudes of the EME signals emitted by
the fracture of the PTFE specimens are at least one order of
magnitude smaller.

4.1.4 RTM6

For the epoxy resin RTM6 only brittle fracture is observed,
starting directly at the notch tip. As for PTFE, the crack stops
after a certain crack length L1 (see Fig. 13). The length L1 of

Fig. 13 Microscopy image of RTM6 specimen fracture surface. Left
Start of brittle fracture with smooth fracture surface at notch tip. Right
End of first and start of second macroscopic fracture event

this first fracture event is almost the full available specimen
length. This first fracture emits a pair of well measurable
AE and EME signals. Subsequently one or more additional
macroscopic fracture events occur with much smaller crack
lengths. The EME signals emitted by these events are very
weak but still measurable with our set-up. The EME signals
of RTM6 are the weakest of all tested polymers. The polar-
isation of the first rise in EME voltage signal seems to be
completely random.

An evaluation of the acquired EME signal’s amplitudes
based solely on the mechanical and electrical properties of
the polymers appears to not be practicable since the polymers
also exhibit different kinds of fracture mechanisms. Other
influences may be the inter- and intramolecular bonding or
the chemical composition in general. In any case, additional
investigation is needed.

4.1.5 Crack Propagation Velocities

For the determination of the crack velocities we assume the
voltage signals at the EME sensors to rise as long as the crack
surface increases (and bonds are breaking) i.e. as long as
the crack propagates. Electric relaxation is neglected since
it’s time constants are much larger than the actual fracture
times. As mentioned above, the signals are superpositions
of electric signals generated by various sources. For the first
signal rise we assume little influence by sensor and specimen
movement. The higher frequencies attributed to crack wall
vibration are assumed to be influenced by crack wall move-
ment perpendicular to the crack propagation direction. We
assume the low frequency part of the signal, considered to be
generated by charge separation, to be a more reliable source
for information about the crack’s propagation characteristic.
Therefore, for the determination of the crack velocities we
applied low pass filtering to all EME signals to remove the
higher frequencies generated by vibrations. The filter fre-
quency has to be low enough to filter all frequencies higher
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than the base signal but has to be high enough for the fil-
tered signal to still adequately represent the base signal’s
rise characteristics. For RTM6 and PTFE a 5 kHz low pass
filter (butterworth, 6th order) proved adequate (see Fig. 14,
top), while for the steeper rises of the PP and PEEK signals a
higher cutoff frequency was needed (12 and 15 kHz, respec-
tively, butterworth, 6th order). Furthermore, the EME signals
emitted during fracture of PEEK and PP were recorded with
a different set-up. For comparable results, i.e. for match-
ing the transfer functions of both used set-ups, an additional
1 kHz high pass filter (butterworth, 1st order) was applied to
all PEEK and PP EME signals. Figure 2 shows the transfer
function of the PEEK/PP set-up with the applied high pass
filter (light blue dots) which now matches the bandpass char-
acteristics of the PTFE/RTM6 set-up. The additional filter
only marginally influences the characteristic of the first rise
of the PEEK and PP EME signals.

To determine the actual velocity profiles we use a method
as is illustrated in Fig. 14. After filtering we obtain the com-
ponent of the EME signals which are attributed to pure charge
separation (Fig. 14, top). Under the assumption that charges
are separated as long as the crack propagates we normalize
the first signal rise to the maximum crack lengths as deter-
mined from post-mortem microscopy of the fracture surfaces.
This results in a function for the time dependence of the crack
tip position (Fig. 14, middle). The first derivative of this func-
tion then gives the time dependent crack velocity (Fig. 14,
bottom). This method uses additional assumptions. We have
to assume that the density of separated charges is in fact the
same for every incremental crack surface area. Additionally,
we have to assume that the polarisation of the net charge den-
sity does not change during the propagation of the crack. For
this reason, it should be noted that this method only works
with half of the recorded EME signals, i.e. those signals that
show a distinct polarity. The presented result therefore only
includes these signals.

For the PEEK specimens, where the crack propagates in
two stages, we cannot normalize the maximum to the total
crack length. For the different stages the ratio of the amplitude
rises differs from the ratio of the crack lengths. This indicates
a difference in surface charge density for the two stages.
Therefore, the velocities were determined separately for each
stage, as indicated in Fig. 15.

Table 3 summarizes the obtained maximum crack veloc-
ities vmax for unstable crack growth for each polymer. For
comparison, the transversal sound velocities vT and the
respective rayleigh wave velocities vR are also given. These
values were calculated using Bergman’s approximate [39],
with the material parameters shown in Table 1. The obtained
values for vmax vary greatly for the different polymers, while
all of the velocities are below the rayleigh wave velocities
which define the upper limits for the crack propagation veloc-
ities in these solids.

Fig. 14 Method of crack velocity determination from exemplary PTFE
EME signal. Top application of low pass filter. Middle normalizing
signal rise to maximum crack length as derived from post-mortem
microscopy. Bottom velocity as derivative of crack length

Fig. 15 Two stages of crack propagation of PEEK fracture. Normal-
ization of crack length is carried out for each stage independently

Table 3 Transversal wave velocities, Rayleigh wave velocities and cal-
culated maximum crack propagation velocities for the polymers used

Material vT (m/s) vR (m/s) vmax (m/s) σvmax (m/s)

RTM6 983 926 466 ±121

PTFE 337 321 226 ±48

PP 761 720 673 ±185

PEEKstage1 982 924 210 ±40

PEEKstage2 982 924 853 ±132

For PEEK, the second stage of its fracture has the high-
est crack propagation velocity whereas the crack propagates
much slower in the first stage.
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Of all the tested polymers, PTFE features the lowest value
for vR . This is reflected in the obtained crack propagation
velocity.

No comparison is made to polymer crack velocities from
literature since the crack propagation velocity depends on
the local stress states and therefore on the specific speci-
men geometry as well as potentially existing residual stresses
originating from the materials processing conditions. Nev-
ertheless, the relation between the derived maximum crack
velocities and the Rayleigh wave velocities indicate that the
proposed approach could lead to meaningful crack velocity
profiles.

The errors for the velocities given in Table 3 are the
standard deviation derived from the averaging process. Addi-
tional error sources are the choice of the low pass filter
frequency as well as the determination of the total crack
length. Especially for the materials with partially ductile
crack propagation the determination of the beginning of the
EME signal generating brittle crack may prove challenging.
These influences differ for the different polymers but are esti-
mated to be of the same order as the standard deviation.

4.2 Fibre Fracture Tests

EME measurements with capacitive probes during tensile
tests of fibre bundles containing a few thousand carbon fibres
have been conducted before and reported in [9,40]. The EME
signals emitted by failure of single fibres before the failure
of the whole bundle reported in these texts are dominated
by the bandwidth of the applied sensor system, i.e. all show
a characteristic form of a fast exponential rise and a slow
exponential decay which reflects the characteristic response
of the applied sensor system to a step function in input volt-
age. Furthermore, all detected signals of carbon fibre fracture
reported in [9,40] exhibit the same polarity.

Figure 16a shows EME and AE signals detected during the
fracture of a HM type carbon fibre. The EME signal exhibits
the fast rise that has been reported before. Only a small frac-
ture of all recorded signals exhibit this kind of rise. As for the
polymers we expected the rise times to correlate with the frac-
ture times and velocities. The measured rise times are in the
range of 200 ns, for all tested fibre types, which is the lower

limit of our measurement equipment (3 MHz low pass filter).
Figure 16b shows the response of our acquisition system to
a step function (20 ns rise) generated by an arbitrary wave-
form generator and normalized EME signals for the three
fibre types. Since all signal rises are identical to our systems
step response the actual rise times cannot be determined with
the current set-up and are possibly of the same order of mag-
nitude or smaller. Considering crack propagation velocities
of the order of 103 m/s and crack lengths in the range of a
few µm the crack propagation times are expected to be in
the nanosecond range. In a more detailed approach Sause et
al. [32], combining AE measurements and FEM modelling
of single fibre fracture, obtained a total crack duration of 1.2
ns for carbon fibres with comparable diameter. Therefore, an
acquisition board with an appropriate bandwidth and sample
rate is needed to measure these fast processes.

After the fast initial rise the characteristics of the EME
signals varies for every recorded signal and no distinct char-
acteristic can be assigned to a specific type of carbon fibre.
This may be attributed to the nature of the fracture process.
All three fibre types showed similar behaviour for this tensile
test and fractured into several fragments which, caused by the
released energy, moved in arbitrary directions. The charges
and the movement directions, with respect to the sensor, of
the fibre fragments then determine the further characteristics
of the EME signals.

The majority of the recorded EME signals are of the kind
that is shown in Fig. 17a. These signals do not exhibit the
first sharp signal rise. Instead, the voltage signal increases
much slower. A possible explanation might be that the actual
fracture signal is not recorded due to the relative orientation
of the fracture surfaces and the sensor and only the movement
of the charged fragments contributes to the detected signal.

No specific polarity of the recorded EME signal was
observed either. If there is a preferred polarity, as has been
reported, it was not observed due to the additional random
influences on the detected EME signals, i.e. the position of
the cracks relative to the sensor and the movement of the fibre
fragments.

With the intention to reduce free movement of the fibre
fragments after fracture, tensile tests with fibre bundles con-
taining less than 50 fibres were conducted for the three fibre

Fig. 16 a Exemplary EME and
AE pair recorded during fracture
of a HM type single carbon
fibre, exhibiting step-like rise
time. b Step type EME signals
for three fibre types in
comparison to the measurement
system’s response to step
function. Normalized (Color
figure online)
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Fig. 17 a Exemplary EME and
AE pair recorded during fracture
of a HM type single carbon
fibre. b Exemplary EME and
AE pair recorded during fracture
of a bundle of HM type carbon
fibres. Marked with circles EME
signatures without correlated
AE signatures

types. A clear correlation between number of fibres per bun-
dle and number of emission events could not be observed.
First fibre failure occurred at about 80–90% of the maxi-
mum load. Each fibre fracture is accompanied by a small
load drop in the load–displacement curves and an AE/EME
signal pair (recorded in synchronized mode). The number of
such fibre fractures varied between 0 and 5, with the occa-
sional occurrence of multiple events recorded in one signal
(as shown in Fig. 17b). Final failure of the bundle, accompa-
nied by multiple emission events, generated strong AE and
EME signals often resulting in saturation of both channels.
Figure 17b shows an EME signal of the first fibre failures of a
HM type fibre bundle. Again, as for the single fibre tests, the
two different kind of signals could be observed. Here, the sig-
nals with the rapid rise could be observed more often. Due to
the restriction of movement of the fragments within the fibre
bundle, these signals now also exhibit the slow exponential
decay that is attributed to the 1 kHz high pass filter of the
measurement system.

A distinction of the fibre types by the analyses of the EME
signals could not be made, due to a limitation of the acquisi-
tion board and the significant influence of the dynamics of the
fibre fragments. Nevertheless, relatively strong EME signals
could be measured for the single fibre and fibre bundle frac-
ture tests which clearly differ from the EME signals emitted
by fracture of the polymers. This may be caused by the dif-
ferent materials, source mechanisms, post fracture dynamics,
crack surface dimensions and source-sensor orientations.

The AE signals (as seen in Figs. 16 and 17) all exhibit
near identical characteristics, regardless of type or number
of fibres breaking. Furthermore, for every type of fibre tested,
emission events occurred with additional step-like signatures
in the EME signals with no indication of correlated signatures
in the AE signals. An example for this observation is shown in
Fig. 17b, where two additional, differently pronounced EME
signatures are recorded (marked in figure) with no visible
correlated AE signature. Nevertheless, the combined mea-
surement of acoustic and electric signals has proven to be a
practical approach. EME signals that are accompanied by an
AE signal can be attributed to fibre fracture with certainty
and therefore can be distinguished from occasional spurious

signals. Furthermore, the higher amplitudes of the measured
AE signals make them excellent trigger signals for the EME
detection.

5 Conclusion

We presented a concept of measuring low frequency elec-
tric fields in the kHz–MHz range generated by fracture of
different polymer types. This concept can be extended to
other solids with low or moderate conductivity (up to order
of 10−8–10−5 S/m). The EME signals contain valuable infor-
mation about the electric field generating fracture processes.
In particular, a derivation of the time dependent crack veloc-
ities can be done.

During fracture tests on polymers characteristic EME sig-
nals were obtained which vary distinctly for the different
types of polymers tested. The initial rise characteristics of
the EME signals correlate with the crack dynamics while the
different amplitudes indicate other influences that determine
the electrification processes. To this end, further experimental
examination is required. A method to derive velocity pro-
files for the crack propagation was proposed. The determined
maximum crack velocities mostly correlate with the rayleigh
wave velocities of the materials, indicating the applicability
of this approach.

Concerning the EME of carbon fibre fracture, the set-up
seems also suitable to a certain degree, but has to be adjusted
to allow the measurement of the crack propagation times in
the nanosecond range. Nevertheless, during the fracture of
carbon fibres clear EME signals could detected that signifi-
cantly differ from those obtained during the polymer fracture
tests.

The presented results are expected to be beneficial as a
basis for the analysis of EME of carbon fibre reinforced plas-
tics.

Furthermore, the underlying concepts present further
promising applications and, in the opinion of the authors,
qualify as a basis of a nondestructive testing method to study
aspects of fracture processes that are inaccessible to other
techniques.
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